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Reminder: Important Information for Pharmacists 
 

Out-of-Province Prescriber Registration and Troubleshooting 
 

The Nova Scotia Prescription Monitoring Program (NSPMP) has received increased inquiries regarding the registration of 
out-of-province (OOP) prescribers as well as how to process prescriptions once these prescribers have registered with the 
Program. Please see below some guidelines to help with the process. 
 

If you have received a prescription from an OOP prescriber: 
 

1. Confirm the prescriber’s NSPMP registration status, as prescriptions for monitored drugs issued by OOP prescribers 
cannot be dispensed at Nova Scotia pharmacies until the OOP prescriber’s registration is complete. To confirm a 
prescriber’s status: 

a. call the NSPMP at 902-496-7123 or Toll Free: 1-877-476-7767, or 
b. visit http://disinfo.nshealth.ca,“Questions & Answers’, then, “Where can I go to locate Provider Information?”. 

Click on the “DIS Provider Extract On Demand” link in #4. If “PMP” is listed in the Source column and “Active” 
is listed in the License Status column, this signifies a prescriber is registered with the NSPMP and the 
prescription can be processed. (Please note this file is updated on the 6th of each month.) 

 

Note: For help finding this link or any questions using this information, please follow your regular pharmacy support 
process and contact your pharmacy software vendor. They will contact the DIS Support team on your behalf, if needed.  
 

2. If the prescriber is not registered, please provide the contact and prescription details to the NSPMP and we will be 
happy to contact the prescriber. It is recommended the pharmacy also contact both the patient and prescriber to 
inform them the prescriber’s registration with the NSPMP must be processed/completed before prescriptions can be 
filled at Nova Scotia community pharmacies. 

a. To access the NSPMP Out-of-Province Prescriber Registration form:  
i. visit our website, www.nspmp.ca  Registration & Request Forms tab, 
ii. call us at 902-496-7123 or Toll Free: 1-877-476-7767, or 
iii. email pmp@medavie.bluecross.ca. 

 

Note: The NSPMP is unable to mandate the registration of OOP prescribers. There is a chance the prescriber will 
decline to do so, in either instance the Program will inform the pharmacy.  

3. Once the completed registration form is received from the OOP prescriber, it may take 2 – 3 business days for system 
set up with the NSPMP and the DIS. 
 

4. If the OOP prescriber is registered with the NSPMP but a DIS error message is received: 
a. Check the prescriber's file. You may compare against the DIS Provider Extract or call the NSPMP to confirm 

the correct 
i. licence number per NSPMP (the licence number must match the NSPMP’s record, as the NSPMP 

licence number may not always exactly match the College website) and 
ii. province code (if licensed in Ontario, use ‘ON’ as the province). 

b. Confirm the Written/Issued Date is not prior to the NSPMP registration date. 
i. If the written date is prior to this date,  

1. call the NSPMP to have this backdated with the DIS (please note, this may take up to two 
weeks), or 

2. request the OOP prescriber re-issue the prescription with the current date i.e., verbal order, 
fax. 

c. If the written date is not prior to the NSPMP registration date, try completely cancelling the prescription off 
the system and re-processing from scratch. 
 

5. If all the above options have been exhausted, please follow your regular pharmacy support process and 
contact your pharmacy software vendor. 
 

6. If the out-of-province prescriber is unable to register, the patient may seek a prescriber within Nova Scotia to issue the 
prescription or discuss other options with the pharmacist. 


